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Facebook stalking just got a lot easier.
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UM rememberedst inin
schools'history
$12 mil donation toforestry scholarships large
By Heather Steeves
University of Maine President Robert Kennedy
announced to the public the largest gift UMaine has ever
received. George L. Houston, a University of Maine alumnus, died earlier this year and left the university $12 million. In his will he stated that the money must be used for
scholarships to aid students.
"In his will he donated his entire estate to the university

of Maine forest resource program for scholarships," Dean
and Director of the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry
and Agriculture, Ed Ashworth said. "It will generate more
than a half million dollars a year in scholarship money
every year for many many generations."
The scholarships will be aimed toward recruiting new
students and according to the Interim Director of the

See SCHOLARSHIPS on page 4

Indian summer

Maine says:
Buckle up!
Law tightens down on seatbelt

and cellphone lawsfor minors
By Kathleen Dame
Maine's legislature passed two laws which will
directly affect University of Maine drivers. The new
laws govern drivers' use of seat belts and cell phones
while driving. Lawmakers expect these laws to
reduce fatalities and the seriousness of injuries sustained in automobile accidents.
According to the current legislation, officers may
only issue a citation if they discover a seat belt wasn't used once they have already "detained the operator of a motor vehicle for a suspected violation of
another law." With the new law,failure to wear a seat
belt may be cited as the primary reason for an officer
to pull a driver over. The law goes into effect on
April 1, 2008.
Before this law, employees and students driving
school vehicles are required to make sure that everyone in the vehicle is buckled. UMaine public safetey
officer Paul Paradis said "We are planning some
educational safety checkpoints at various spots on
the campus, as a method of informing people."
According to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, Maine's 2006 seat belt usage
reached about 77 percent.
The new cell phone law also hopes to reduce
vehicle related deaths and injuries.
While few students at UMaine are under the age
of 18, the law should help heighten drivers' overall
awareness of safe driving practices.

See DRIVING on page 4

Rebekah Rhodes + The Maine Campus
the unusual warmth of an early autumn day.
Students get a little support from the trees on the mall as they soak up

On-line changes in
store for students
By Dylan Riley
By late spring of next semester, all university students will be
conducting their registration,
finances and records management within MaineStreet, which
will replace WebDSIS.
"What Mainestreet is going to
do is empower you to take care of
your own stuff," said Peggy
Crawford, director of the financial aid department. The whole
focus of the change is to give students "real-time, 247 access" to
a more dynamic program than
WebDSIS.
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, _411

The initial system will be fully
implemented some time in the
late spring of 2008, but additional features will be added within
the next two to three years.
With the new MaineStreet,
students will be able to choose
classes from UMaine, as well as
other state universities, Crawford
said. In addition, students will
have greater access to their financial aid information and their
grades.
MaineStreet uses a program
called The Gradebook, which
will allows students to compare

See DSIS on page 5

Sports • Black Bears soccer
make Long Island an iced team.

A different kind
of Spring Break

WEB POLL
Have you witnessed or experienced
discrimination in the state of Maine?
8%
22%
11P424%

Studentsprepare to give up nextyear's
March vacationfor a good cause
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
Alternative Spring Break, a student ltd organization
on campus, is preparing for yet another year of volunteering around the United States. With a committee of 15
elected officers, ASB is looking for at least 60 more
members for their upcoming trip in March.
Every year Alternative Spring Break takes one of the
two weeks of spring break to travel around the nation to
volunteer. This year the group will travel to six destinations that will not be released until all applications are in.
Trips will possibly include things to do with environ-

467110
46% I haven't
24% I've witnessed and experienced it
22% I've witnessed it
8%

I've experienced it

Do you think that MaineStreet will be an
Improvement over WebDSIS. To place
your vote, please visit our Web site,
www.mainecampus.corn

See ASB on page 5
Style • The philosophy of a
skateboarder.
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Students must change gears Tasering incident
to adapt to new bicycle laws brings up questions
By Adam Welch

Laws intended to make riding saferfor bikersgo into effect
By Samuel Cohen
On Sept. 20, new bike laws
were enacted for Maine, affecting bikers and motorists on
campus.
Motorists must now give
bicyclists three feet of space
when passing them on the road.
Drivers are allowed to cross the
yellow line when passing bikes
if it is safe to do so. Bicyclists
can use drive-through windows
at businesses without getting
turned away. Also any child 16
years old or younger must wear
helmets or risk a $25 fine. A
warning will be given for a first
offense and the officer will educate the child on the need for a
helmet. A second offense will
result in the $25 fine, although
it will be waived upon proof of
purchase of a bicycle helmet.
Lieutenant Paul Paradis, a
Public Safety police officer,
wants to emphasize the importance of helmets regardless of
age. "It may not be required
under present law for students,
but your head is the heaviest
part of your body, and just like
any object you throw the heaviest object is going to lead. In
any accident the chances are
your head is going to lead and
hit the ground first. It's very
important to wear helmets while
bicycling," he said.
According to Paradis, there
have been no incidents involving bicyclists getting hit by a
car in the last four or five years.
The last incident was when a

biker ran into the hood of a
police cruiser.
The new laws come at a time
when many students are turning
to bikes to avoid high gas
prices.
Richard Dort, President of
the University of Maine
Cycling Club and a music education major, has seen growth in

ple get angry that the government is wasting their money. If
you call it a shoulder they agree
that we should have them
built," he said. He also said that
the construction of new shoulders would promote more people on bicycles to commute to
work or school.
Bicyclists should be aware of
the road they are riding on, Dort
said. If there is no bike lane or
shoulder, a bicyclist should be
riding one and a half to three
Law changes
feet into the road. This forces
-4 Children 16 and under cars to go around the rider
rather than trying to squeeze
must wear a helmet
past them, which is much more
4 Drivers are allowed to
dangerous.
Robert Goodwin, a thirdcross the yellow line
year survey engineering techwhen passing bikes if
nology major and avid bicyclist,
said the new laws are great, but
safe to do so
he wants some changes on cam-+ Bicyclists can use
pus as well. "They should create less parking lots and put in
drive through windows
more bike racks," he said.
at businesses
"College Ave. could use some
4 Motorists must give
new paving and there is glass
sand out there that should
and
bicyclists three feet of
get cleaned up. It's not only
space when passing
dangerous to bikers but to
motorists as well."
Dort is also glad he won't get
turned away at a drive through.
his club. "It's exploded this He remembers when he was
year. It's gone from five to six younger he used to ride his bike
people every meeting last year to the McDonalds window.
to 16 this year."
"The cups used to fit perfectly
Dort is happy with the bike into my water-bottle holder," he
lanes in Orono and Old Town said.
and is a proponent of constructMaine became the tenth state
ing a shoulder on all new roads. to enact a law requiring a three"If you call it a bike lane, peo- foot cushion for bikers.

continuum, the officers are safeguarded against the possible comThousands of YouTube viewers plaint of excessive force in most
watched as a student at the cases.
"If it becomes necessary, the
University of Florida was Tasered
when he refused to leave the stage officer canjump steps and move up
after his allotted time for questions the scale," Lt. Paradis said,"so as to
meet force with force."
had passed.
The ability to access upper levAndrew Meyer, the student, was
videotaped asking John Kerry els of force allows the officers
questions. After his allotted time involved in a situation to react
had elapsed, he refused to follow appropriately to the incident,
police instructions, resulting in the instead of being restrained by proapplication of force via equipment tocol. The Public Safety policy,
however, is geared at the aims of
and physical restraint.
This incident quickly spread preventing issues before they reach
across campuses nationwide, caus- the state of force,in hopes of securing an outcry of concern over the ing voluntary compliance.
The University of Maine has a
use of force by campus police. The
University of Maine was no excep- mandate which pushes campus
police to use as little force as
tion to the rule.
UMaine Public Safety officers required to control a situation.
do not carry Tasers. They use alter"I guess the police respond like
native equipment, and a continuum they should," Savannah Cleaves, a
offorce policy. On campus,officers senior at the university said.
Public Safety at the University
are equipped with: pepper-spray, a
baton, firearms and knowledge of of Maine is equipped to handle a
variety of situations in which they
hand-holds.
"Officers are taught to start with may be required to issue anything
verbal commands," Lieutenant from verbal commands to lethal
Paul Paradis said, "then to move force, but they're overarching goal
is the safety of the students. They
along the continuum."
This is a commonly used idea, are in hopes of preventing situaemployed by law enforcement tions, rather than reacting through
across the country. By applying the force.

Correcting the record
On Monday, Sept. 21 an article was attributed to
Tom Vincent that was actually written by Thomas St.
Pierre.
The Maine Campus strives to be fair and accurate.
To report an error, please e-mail our editor in chief at
eryk.salvaggio4umit.maine.edu.

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
THURSDAY
Iraq Lecture
12:30 p.m. Bangor
Room, Memorial
Union
Doug Allen will give the
lecture "The Iraq War and
Occupation: What Is To Be
Done?" as part of the
Socialist and Marxist
Lecture Series.

27

George Mitchell Speaks
1:30 p.m. Houk Auditorium
George Mitchell will discuss environmental issues.

FRIDAY
Fishy Lecture
11 a.m. Room

354,

Aubert Hall
Kevin Stokesbury
will give an
"Astonishment, Stupefaction,
and a Naturalist's Selectivity
Approach to Ecosystem
Studies" lecture.
Interviewing Effectivley
2:10 p.m. Career Center.,

Memorial Union
The Career Center will hold
an interviewing workshop.
Environmental lecture
12 p.m. Room 204, Nutting

Hall
The School of Forest
Resources will host an environmental seminar given by
Barrie Brusila
Whitewater Kayaking
8 a.m. Maine Bound

Adventure Barn
Mainebound will host an intro
course for all interested in
whitewater kayaking.
Registration is required and
there will be a fee. Call Guy
Debrum at 581-1794

SATURDAY
Number Theory
SEpr
8:30 a.m. Room
100 and 101,
Neville Hall
The ninth annual MaineQuebec Conference on
number theory and related
topics.

29

Grazing, anyone?
9:15 a.m. Kennebec Valley
Community College
The Maine Grass Farmers
Network will be holding its
fourth annual grazing conference. Registration is
required and there will be
a $25 fee.

Orono,s five-day forecast
Thursday I Chance of
Showers

7

high

Friday I Rain

67 47
high

low

Saturday I Mostly Sunny

65 38
high

To submit your event to The
Maine Campus community
calendar, please send time,
day, date, location and fee
information to
Heather.Steeves,ct
umit.maine.edu, or drop it
off in our offices, located in
the basement of Memorial
Union. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication.

low

low

Sunday I Sunny

64 43
high

low

Monday I Mostly sunny

65 47
high

low
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My Contacts Backup from
U.S. Cellular grvea you the peace
of mind and security of knowing you
can rescue all your contacts, even
if you can't (or would rather not)
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U,S, Cellular is wireless
where you matter moet734
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What do you

Think

ROC reconstructs
distribution of
representatives
By Alex Leonard

Erin White
Fifth Year
Sociology Major
What current issue has you thinking?
The parking situation. There's not enough parking spots
and they are taking resident spots away for staff. They are
building tennis courts over parking even though there's
not enough spots in the first place.

What improvments would you like to see at UMaine?
Better Housing.[The buildings] could use a lot of work.

What's the best experience you have had at UMaine?
Being an RA. I feel like I'm more involved than I would
be otherwise. I've met a lot of people, I'm more in the
loop.

Scholarships
from page 1
School of Forest Resources
Steve Reiling, these will be
renewable for up to four years.
"We will offer a broad range of
scholarships including full
tuition scholarships, partial
tuition scholarships, scholarships to offset the cost of books
and fees and other scholarships
to offset the cost of our high out
of state tuition," Reiling said.
These funds will also provide
graduate students in the department assistantships. "[This gift]
is a remarkable opportunity but
it is also a serious responsibility," he said.
"[This is] a donation that will
benefit generations of students
and enhance UMaine's ability to
serve our state in a unique and
invaluable way and in a way
that will allow UMaine to
remain preeminent in a tremendously important economic sector for the state." UMaine
President Robert Kennedy said.
"UMaine is already recognized as being one of the best
universities in the country,if not
the world, for forestry and the
boost provided by this incredible gift will certainly enhance
our leadership role in this critical discipline," said Kennedy.
Two students in the School of
Forest
Resources,
Nicole
Mercier and Spencer Perry,
spoke about the effects of scholarships on forestry students.
"I'm humbly and eternally
grateful,"
Mercier
said.

"Without people like George
Houston I probably wouldn't be
here."
"I know first hand the financial difficulties that are placed
on both students and parents.
Any assistance with the rising
tuition costs is greatly appreciated," Perry said. "It will assist
future students in the school of
forest resources do their part in
keeping this industry going."
Both Perry and Mercier are
recipients of scholarships within their programs.
The donation is going
through the Univerity of Maine
Foundation. The non-profit
foundation handles all private
donations. The interest gained
from this gift will provide
approximatley 20 scholarships
per year according to Amos
Orcutt, the president and CEO
of the foundation.
UMaine's School of Forest
Resources has been a leader in
forest education for over 100
years. According to Dean
Ashworth, the scholarships that
will be provided because of
Houston's donation will help
UMaine stay on top by bringing in the best students possible.
This is not Houston's first
donation to the university. In
1995 he donated a 217-acre
farm through the Green
Endowment Program.
Houston was a graduate of
the class of 1937 and held a
B.S. in Forestry from UMaine.
He died at the age of 91 earlier
this year.
The scholarships will be
given out starting in the Fall of
2008.

President for the Residents on
Campus board, ROC, Justin
Labonte, gave a presentation to
General Student Senate outlining a
proposed plan to change the way hall
governing boards are set-up. Under
the current system, each hall has its
own governing board consisting of a
president, vice president, treasurer,
secretary, ROC representative and
programming repesentative. With
the new governing board system,the
halls will be split up into seven recognized "conununities."
Each community will have a
president, vice president, treasurer
and secretary. To allow for equal representation, each dorm will have
both an ROC representative and a
programming representative in its
respective community. Also, a community coordinator will advise each
community to allow programs for
students in each donn of each community.
'There will definitely be representation from each hall," Labonte
said.
Fact Hall Governing Board, or
HGB,is allocated a certain amount
of money each semester. With this
new system, each hall will still
receive the same amount of money.
However, the halls will be part of
communities and thus pool the
money to mate larger, more community based events.
The changes are to be voted on in
early October by campus residents. If
the plan does pass then the seven
communities will be distinguished as
follows: Aroostook, Kennebec and
York Community Governing Board,
or CGB; Balentine, Colvin,
Estabrooke, Penobscot and Stodder
CGB;Hancock,Hart and Oak CGB;
Cumberland and Gannett CGB;
Androscoggin and Knox CGB;
Oxford and Somerset CGB and a
DTAV and Patch CGB.
Labonte also touched on the
campus cable situation for next
year, as the current cable contract
expires at the end of the spring
2008 semester. He said during his
weekly report that students could

Driving
from page 1
The law primarily prohibits
the use of cell phones although
devices such as PDAs, laptops,
and handheld gaming devices are
also included in the restriction.
The law still allows drivers to

receive up to 70 channels and the
possibility of choosing certain stations such as HBO if they wanted to
pay a little extra. At the end of the
session, Labonte discussed what he
described to be the "biggest issue"
regarding campus cable.
"The chance to get NESN [New
England Sports Network] is very,
very good," said Labonte, a thirdyear business administration major.
This week a resolution passed to
replace the homecoming barbeque
with fireworks. The cost will
remain at $3,000 and will provide
the students with a show for about
10 to 15 minutes. The fireworks are
set to go off at the conclusion of the
annual blue-white basketball game,
which follows the homecoming
football game. Senator Sean
Rankin, an opponent of the original
barbeque,supported this resolution.
"[The fireworks are] better bang
for the buck," Rankin said.
The most debated topic was a
resolution to allocate upwards of
$3,000 to Kappa Sigma for its
"sausage fest." The event, which is
a festival of sausage to raise money
for testicular cancer research, is
tentatively scheduled for this
Saturday, Sept. 29, to kick off
Greek week. Senators Rankin,
Labonte and Abtin Mehdizadegan
all had opposing statements to the
resolution. All three felt the resolution, which was also being sent to
campus funds, was excessive.
Mehdizadegan had an original
amendment to lower the resolution
to $1,408. However, after a period
of debate he withdrew his amendment and Labonte put forth an
amendment to pay for the catering.
This amendment, which allocates
$1,317 for the event, passed unanimously.
Also in the session, the
University of Maine Swing Dance
Club was granted its final approval
as was the UMaine Tennis Club
given preliminary approval, both
by a unanimous vote.
President Kennedy and Provost
Szymanski will be guest speakers
next Tuesday at the weekly GSS
session.
use personal music devices such
as iPods or CD players while
driving.
Once the electronic device
law goes into effect, violators
will be fined $50 for their first
offense and $250 for repeat
offenses.
More information on these
new laws may be found at the
Maine
state
Web
site,
http: w w w.maine.gov.

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free.
Call for group discounts.
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, South Padre, Florida.
800.548.4849 or www.ststravel.corn

Mainegrad
honored
with award
By Meghan Hayward
University of Maine alumnus,
Priyanth Chandresekar has been
selected by the Eta Kappa Nu Honor
Society as the sole winner of the
2007 Alton T. Zerby and Carl T.
Koemer Outstanding Electrical or
Computer Engineering Student
award.
"I never thought I would win a
national award but I feel really honored." Chandresekar said."All credit goes to the University of Maine
Electrical
and
Computer
Engineering Dept. since their program is one of the most challenging
and rewarding ones."
The award recognizes outstanding scholastic excellence and high
moral character, coupled with
demonstrated exemplary service.
Chandresekar was selected by a
national panel of professionals from
a group of finalists.
"Chandresekar exemplifies the
high caliber of students in the
Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, as well as
the College of Engineering as a
whole," said Dana Humphrey, dean
of the college of engineering. "It is
wonderful that Mr. Chandresekar
has received this [national] recognition."
Chandresekar will receive the
award at the annual meeting of the
Electrical
and
Computer
Engineering Department Heads
Association in March 2008. Travel
expenses will be provided for
Chandresekar, along with a $1,000
award honorarium and an engraved
plaque.
Through this award program,
HKN hopes to achieve a sense of
pride in its members, encourage
ECE students to earn membership in
FIKN, bring publicity to the student's school and recognize the
nominating chapter. The award also
provides an opportunity to publicize
HKN and recognize the objectives
of the association.
This is the second time in four
years a UMaine graduate has
received this award. Matt Rodrigue
won it in 2004. Rodrigue is a
UMaine Board of Visitors member
and is currently working toward an
MBA at Harvard Business School.
UMaine
student
Louise
Veilleaux also won the award in
1979. In the 42-year history of this
award, UMaine, the University of
Illnois at Urbana-Champaign and
the University of CaliforniaBerkeley are the only institutions
with three winners.
"Ptiyanth was a real leader in our
community,and he was an exemplary student," Robert Kennedy,
UMaine president said.
At UMaine,the Bangalore,India
native served as president of Student
Government. He is currently in a
graduate program at Cambridge
University, studying finance.
"Chandresekar took full advantage of the comprehensive array of
opportunities available to a UMaine
student,and he contributed in significant ways. I am pleased that he has
received this prestigious award, and
I look forward with great anticipation to following his career and celebrating more achievements in the
future," Kennedy said.
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University of Maine history
seen through women's eyes
By Corey Cole
For the past two derades, a weeldy lunchtime lecture
has been held by the University of Maine's Women in the
Curriculum and Women's Studies Program. Faculty
members and other guest speakers talk about women's
studies and related subjects.
The Women's Walking Tour is a personal project of
Sandra L Caron, Ph.D., Professor of Family
Relations,Human Sexuality. 'The goal is to highlight
some of the amazing UMaine women and the contributions and accomplishments they have made and continue
to make in shaping the state's largest public university."
Caron said.
Carun's inspiration for the project came from her time
as a student at the University. She said she was getting a
tour around campus from a male who pointed out all of
the male accomplishments of the school. From then on
she wondered what contributions women had made.
The Women's Walking Tour is a self-guided tour that
uses the iPointer, a device developed at the University of
Maine.The iPointer lets users point at any building and is
able to register what it is by using the angle of orientation
and GPS technology. More information on how the
iPointer works can be found at http:/ wwwi-spatialtech.com.
Dining the presentation, Chris Frank of Intelligence
Spatial Technologies took a group outside and demonstrated how the iPointer works. Frank said that from the
steps of Fogler Library, the iPointer could register the
Memorial Gym at the other end of the University Mall.
When the iPointer is pointed at any building on campus,
an audio file is transmitted to the iPointer, "which
includes highlights of women's contributions from the
earliest days of our university," and "women's contributions today in such areas as politics, education, science,

athletics and the arts," Caron said.
Caron said she has been working on the script for the
past three years. Faculty member Margaret Nagle helped
her with the editing and Mike Scott helped put materials
together. Caron spent a lot of her time in Fogler Library
doing research. She says she used what she referred to as
the "snowball technique" to find out about contributions
made by women at the university. Caron personally emailed and communicated with hundreds of women on
campus."I asked each of them for suggestions of women
who they felt should be included and then wrote to those
women asking for their information, as well as their suggestions of who else to include," Caron said.
The tour is divided into four sections, with Fogler
Library in the center.
There is also a Web-based version of the tour that will
site,
the
Web
soon. On
running
be
http: www.umaine.edu walldngtourome, people can
click on the building they want to know about and can
either listen to or read a part of the script.
Two of the five women who did voice-overs are
Naomi Cyr and Emily Cain. Both spoke at the lecture
about how much they had learned being a part of the project Fmily Cain is a state representative who is also the
coordinator of advancement for the honors college.
Though he was unable to attend, Kim Mitchell was the
person who did all of the work pertaining to the voiceovers. He did the recording and the editing.
Ann Maxim,senior women administrator and director
of Academic Support Services for Athletes also spoke at
the lecture. She showed how some of the material from
the Script of the North tour, which focuses on athletics,
was put on large posters for display for the Nation Girls
and Women in Sports Day back in February.
Caron has made some updates to the tour and hopes to
continue in keeping it current to recognize future women.

Each of the six destinations will have
a group of eight to 15 people volunteering there, including a site leader
and a faculty or staff member. The
groups meet once a week
ASB also creates volunteer
opportunities in the local community.
They sponsor at least two service
weekends a year, although the number and interest is growing. These
service weekend trips are open to
both ASB members and other students who are not a part of the group.
ASB took the first service weekend Saturday with a trip to Common
Ground Fair in Unity.In the past they
have worked with Habitat for
Humanity, Keep Maine Warm and
the Preble Soup Kitchen in Portland.
Members of the program will
also take a retreat in January where
they will spend a Friday night at the
Knights of Columbus Hall in Old
Town doing group building activities. Saturday they will volunteer
within the community.
Although ASB is funded in some
part, members are asked to contribute $100 to their trip. Other
sources of funding come from the
student government who typically
supply 25 to 40 percent of the funding.
Other sources of income come
from fundraising and soliciting businesses.
ASB's first fundraiser will be a
silent auction Oct 3 in the Coe

Room in the Union.
In the past,ASB has volunteered
in a New York City AIDS clinic,
built tails in Tennessee, rebuilt in
Ivfississippi after Hurricane Katrina
and participated in many more volunteering activities nation wide.
After each trip, there is a re-orientation that the public is invited to
come to. In this meeting, groups
present about the trip they took,sharing their experience through power
points, pictures, and stories. "You
can see the personal achievement of
each person," Martin said.
What people often share is the
reaction of the community they
helped. "People would open up to
you and tell their stories because they
trusted you," said former member
Jamie Snow on the people she
helped. Several members have noted
that people are always very grateful
for what the group is doing for them.
learned so much about myself
and the environment that I was working in," Snow added.
'The biggest thing about ASB is
that people get out just as much as
they give. This has been the defining
aspect of my college career. It
changed not only me,but my path in
life," Martin said.
More information on Alternative
Spring Break can be found in their
at
FirstClass
folder
or
http:, www.umaine.edu volunteer/as
b.asp.

lized by over 400 universities
across the nation.
Already several parts of the
MaineStreet system have been
from page 1
implemented; the MaineStreet
portal is where work-study stutheir grades to other students in dents and people within the unitheir class, and will post grades versity payroll go to change their
faster than WebDSIS can,accord- personal information, Meisner
ing to Tammy Light, the director said.
Training and communication
of the Office of Student Records.
The MaineStreet program, coordinators throughout seven
also known as PeopleSoft, is uti- Maine universities are working

closely together to ensure every
part of MaineStreet is properly
implemented and that university's staff is trained to use it,
Meisner said. UMaine is slowly
finishing the process of transferring its student records from
to
the
new
WebDSIS
MaineStreet.
Light expects the program
would "have some growing
pains," but also said "I think it's
going to be a good tool for us."

ASB
from page 1
mental issues, working with children, working with AIDS clinics,
working with the elderly and disaster relief.
Applications for the program will
be released Thursday morning at 8
am.on both the ASB first class folder and at the Bodwell Volunteer
Center in the Union They will be
accepted,only in person,starting at7
am. at the Volunteer Center Friday
morning. There is a first come,first
serve basis for entrance into the program.
Application for ASB is not based
on past volunteer work, but only a
desire to help. if they want to give,
they want to give.You can't evaluate
people on their pastexperience,"said
coordinator Eric Martin.
One of Alternative Spring
Break's goals is to create an opportunity for community service and an
environment in which all personalities can volunteer. "If you can create
a spirit of volunteerism, the possibilities are endless," Martin noted.
Although ASB's major trip is in
March, once a person is accepted
into the program, they will begin
their work volunteering and bonding
with the group they will travel with.
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Polices"
Beat

The best from Orono,
Old Town and
UMaine 's finest

Cell phone scare
At 4:58 p.m. on Sept. 21,a resident from Hart Hall reported
receiving ten hang-up prank calls
and two threatening voice messages on her cell phone throughout
the day. The messages indicated
that the prankster knew of her
whereabouts and claimed that she
would die. Police traced the calls
immediately and found that Scott
Leavitt, 18,of Orono, was responsible for the phone that made the
calls. Leavitt was interviewed and
with
Criminal
charged
Threatening.

Under-age alcohol
gathering
Police and Resident Life discovered seven under-age students
consuming alcohol in a secondfloor room of Penobscot Hall on
Sept 21 at 11:20 p.m. The officer
knocked and observed the intoxication of the resident who opened
the door, Kyle Roberts, 19, of
Orono. The officer's investigation
resulted in the discovery of two
bottles of Captain Morgan's nun,
five Coors Light beers and two
girls hiding in the closet Roberts
and his roommate, Patrick Brady,
20, of Orono, were charged with
furnishing a place for minors to
consume and possession of liquor
by a minor. Lorraine Oest, 19, of
Orono,Autum Bel, 19, of Orono,
Thomas Collier, 19, of Orono,
Renee Whitehouse, 19, of Orono,
and Jeremy Curran, 18, of Orono,
were charged with possession of
liquor by a minor

Windshield destroyer
An officer observed an intoxicated student twisting a windshield wiper off a vehicle in
Somerset Parting Lot on Sept 23
at 12:43 a.m. When the officer
stopped him, he had no explanation as to why he was damaging

the car. He was identified as
Zachary McIntire, 18, of Orono,
and was issued a summons to
court for criminal mischief.

Stolen Bike
A resident of Hancock Hall
reported that his bike had been
stolen from the dorm hike-rack
between Sept. 21 at S p.m. and the
time of report, Sept. 23 at 8:19
p.m. The silver Next mountain
bike has an estimated value of
$100. The case is still under
investigation.

Rock through window
On Sept. 24 at 8:45 am.,
Public Saftey received a report
that a window of Winslow Hall
had been broken over the weekend. A rock was found on the
floor inside the mom of the broken window. The damage was
estimated at $100.

Altered handicap
placards
Parking Services asked for
assistance of Public Safetey in
Maples Parking Lot when a
Nissan was found parked there
displaying a handicap placard
with an altered expiration date
on Sept. 12 at 9:56 a.m. Bureau
of Motor Vehicles verified that
the placard was expired. Sandy
Hardy, 59, of Bangor, was
issued a traffic citation fat misuse of a handicap placard.
Public Saftey responded to a
nearly identical report on Sept.
19 at 10:31 a.m. in Holmes
Parking Lot. Bureau of Motor
Vehicles verified that the placard of a Volvo was expired.
The expiration date had been
altered. Kathleen Brown, 56,
of Orono, was issued a traffic
citation for misuse of a handicap placard.
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Healthy marketplace
tolerates bad ideas
This week, Iranian president Nlahmoud
Ahmadinejad spoke at Columbia University. The decision to invite the controversial political leader was met
with resistance by those critical of the Iranian regime.
It has been argued that Alunadinejad is hostile to
basic democratic ideals in his own country and, therefore, should not be extended the opportunity to exercise
those freedoms in the US.
Nonetheless, a fundamental piece of the democratic
process is the exchange of ideas,even those we fmd the
most vulgar. On basic principal,it is more important that
Americans heard Ahmedinejad than it was for him to
speak. Now, we can debate the issue from both sides,
rather than limiting the debate to our own perspective.
It has been argued that we have simply given the
Iranian president a platform for Iranian propaganda That
certainly may be so. However,the public should be trusted to evaluate the truth behind any message it encounters. It is doubtful that many took his words at face value.
It is important for individuals to hear these positions in
order to draw their own conclusions. It is important, in
any matter, to listen to what is being said rather than to
be told what was said. In this period of intense ideological conflict, we should not allow fear or apathy to
destroy our faith in fundamental democratic ideals.
The value of the democratic process is that it can
handle opposition. Extending the invitation to
Ahmadinejad is a test of this process. If it inspires public disagreements and debate, no matter how heated,
than the process has passed that test.
The above editorial is the opinion of and written by the editorial
board, whose members are Eryk Salvaggio, Derek Dobachesky,
Brett Sowerby, Emily Southwick, Heather Steeves, Nick
McCrea, Pattie Barry, Kal Dauphinee Rebekah Rhodes, and
Adrianne I less.
Editor in Chief Eryk Salvaggio • 581.1271
eic@mainecampus.com
Business Mgr. Andrew Johnson • 581.1272
business@mainecampus.com

Examining Campus Crusade
for Christ in context

Asst. Business Mgr. Kelly Byrne
Advertising Mgr. Katie Conroy • 581.1276
ads@mainecampus.com
Asst. Advertising Mgr. Alana Brown
Production Mgr. David Dauphinee • 581.1267
production@mainecampus.com
News Editor Emily Southwick • 581.1270
newsCiPmaineclunpus.com
Asst. News Editor Heather Sleeves
Style Editor Brett Sowerby • 581.3061
style@mainecampus.com
Sports Editor Nick McCrea 581.1268
sports@mainecunpus.com
Opinion Editor Derek Dobachesky • 581.3061
opinion@mainecampus.com
Photo Editor Rebekah Rhodes • 581.3059
photo@mainecampus.com

Matt Hunter
In his recent op-ed, Eryk Salvaggio addressed some reasonable concerns regarding the name of Campus Crusade for
Christ. I agree that "crusade" is not the optimal word to use
— at the very least — given his point that the term could be
associated with the bloody Crusades of the Middle Ages.
However, I also understand why the founders of Campus
Crusade chose to use it and I believe that their motives were
both Biblically and reasonably sound.
Campus Crusade for Christ was founded in 1951 on the
UCLA campus. In the context of this time, the term "crusade" did not immediately bring to mind images of priestly
knights wading through t?lood in the Holy Land. Throughout
American history, the term "crusade" has been used to
describe movements ranging from women's suffrage and
organized labor to abolition and the fight for civil rights. At
the time Campus Crusade was founded it was more likely
that people would associate it with these types of movements.
Only recently have people in the US primarily associated

the word "crusade" with the invasion of the Holy Land in
1099. If the organization were formed today — given our
current political sensitivities — it would make little sense to
use a word that connects the ministry to this unfortunate
chapter of Christian history. However, given the context of
American society at the time, that was not a primary consideration.
Christianity at its core seeks to "make disciples of all
nations" (Matthew 28:18-20). Fundamental to its existence
is a heart for the lost and a desire to reach people with the
message of God's love and forgiveness. Jesus said that he
had come to "seek and save that which was lost" (Luke
19:10)and before ascending into heaven gave that command
to each of his followers.
The rest of the New Testament — in addition to delving
into theological matters — chronicles the struggle of the early
church against the oppression of the Roman government and

See CRUSADE page 7
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Susan G. Komen Race For The
Cure took place this month in Bangor.
The Pink Crusaders-We're In It For The
Cure were there on the sidewalk —
you cannot rent the sidewalk — to
give out information about the scientific evidence concerning the abortionbreast cancer link. Susan G. Komen
and company refuse to acknowledge
this evidence. The right to abortion was
delivered upon society in the 1973.
Unfortunately, the generation of
women who came of age in the 60s and
70s have many disciples who are not

Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or e-mail address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion@mainecampus.com

open to considering evidence that
would tarnish their hard-won right.
They have succumbed to the huge
socio-medical complex that stands to
profit from the abortion industry and its
ancillary businesses. The potential is in
the younger generations, who are open
to this information. They do not see the
link between abortion and feminism.
That is refreshing and hopeful.
Jean Barry, 2005 University of
Maine ahunna with a master's degree
in science education.
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Revolutionary video
games may save lives

Stubborn Bush dines
and ditches, snubs UN
on climate change

Joseph Mejia
Imagine a world where video massacre, in which two teenagers
games are not devices used to train killed 12 students in Colorado,
children how to kill in an enjoyable changed the way the media viewed
fashion. Imagine that games are sim- video games. However, the world
ply a form of entertainment, with the needs to wake up and realize that the
interactivity of a game of Monopoly, media is far less inclusive than even a
accompanied by the jaw-dropping, US census. For every tragic event,
visually aesthetic pleasures of a box one should realize that there are many
office movie like a modern-day "Star millions of people playing these
Wars." Even further, imagine that games who are able to separate the
these games are not simply a waste of simulation from the real world and do
time for prepubescent children but a not commit such violent acts.
Computing technology is increasfacilitator of learning and even a productive industry for the world. Heck, ing at an incredible rate. With the
video games may well help cure can- improvement of such technology and
cer someday. This world is a reality the knowledge of it, the world has
that you are a part of. Pretty exciting, become a better and safer place. An
isn't it?
example of this is the Playstation 3
Video games have come a long system. The PS3 contains a powerful
way since the pixilated days of Pac- cell processor that is one of the most
Man, Q-Bert and the Atari entertain- advanced processing units created.
ment system. Now we have the "Next
Basically, it is a part of the comGen," or Next Generation, of games puter that allows the Next Gen graph— the most advanced video games ics games to be played, but Stanford
and consoles ever created. Halo 3, University is using the PS3's new
released Sept. 25 of this
technology for practiyear, is an example of a
cal researching capaPeople should stop bilities. The program,
Next Gen game and has
received an incredible criticizing gamesfor Folding@Home, is a
amount of hype. With
free program that
their violence and
all the increased expobecame available for
sure that advertising
the PS3 and, through a
start thinking critically relatively complex
brings, video games
have created a massive about why the violence computing process, is
amount of jobs and in
researching the possioccurs.
this way help the econoble cause of diseases
my. They have become a
such as Alzheimer's,
more sophisticated and — inure Huntington's, Parkinson's and even
importantly — healthy medium of cancer.
entertainment.
Games are more integral to the
Jack Thompson is an American current entertainment industry than
attorney and activist most prominent- movies or music ever have been.
ly known for his stance against video Wal-Mart even has checkout lanes
game violence. The problem with this specifically for Halo 3's release,
stance is that it focuses only on the something that would not be meritpossible negative aspects of video ed in the movie or music industry.
gaming. Games are meant primarily
People should stop criticizing
for the entertainment of the consumer. games for their violence and start
They aren't any more malicious than thinking critically about why the
a Stephen King novel or a Wes violence occurs. As the saying
Craven film. The most important goes- guns don't kill people —
thing to realize is that a sane, typical people kill people. Ironically,
individual should be able to differen- gaming might pave the way for
tiate the real world and the simulated computing capabilities sophisticatexperience that is demonstrated in ed enough to study the brain and
video games.
end this debate of violent games
One of the most famous cases of making children into violent peovideo game violence allegedly having ple.
an effect on teenagers occurred in
Joseph Mejia is a third-year jour1999. The Columbine High School nalism major.
the endeavors example of people understanding a
of early mis- basic concept but absolutely missing
sionaries who the point. They also illustrate the
to inherent danger of taking the focus off
sought
from page 6
reach
other God and placing it on human institupeople and nations with the message of tions and wisdom. A forced conversion
Christianity — you might say it was a is a false one and is ultimately coun"crusade."
terproductive to what Christ comto
According
Princeton manded His church to do, as a false
University's WordNet, the word "cru- conversion does not produce saving
sade," means "a series of actions faith.
advancing a principle or tending
Rest assured that the heart of
toward a particular end." Given the Campus Crusade for Christ is not
nature of Christianity, the final com- inspired by the historic Crusades into
mand that Christ gave his followers the Holy Land or Pagan Europe.
and the example of the early church, Rather, our ministry is dedicated to
this is a fitting word to describe our sharing the knowledge that Christ sacorganization.
rificed Himself for us on the cross, so
I understand the objections to the that people can receive forgiveness
use of the term "crusade" in light of the and eternal life through faith in Him.
historical abuses of the "Christian" We focus on helping students know,
church of llth to 16th century. Though love and serve God. If you're looking
the conversion of Rome to Christianity for a sword fight, check out the fencdid help spread the religion, it pervert- ing club.
ed the Faith, causing many to lose the
Matt Hunter is a political science
personal relationship with Jesus Christ. and history double major and a memThe Crusades are a prime historical ber of Campus Crusadefor Christ.
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Michael Dabrieo
I can't wait until 2009. Maybe then the constant
nagging in the back of my head about a right-wing
extremist with total disregard for the law is running
our country will silence. My jaw and fingers are
tired from talking and writing about all of the social
injustices that the Bush administration has created
and fostered through these harrowing eight years.
Yet again, here I am.
This Monday,Bush skipped out on a UN summit on climate change that 150 other countries
attended. He did go to the dinner though, because
hey, a free meal's a free meal. I'll admit: I've
crashed a lot of functions just for the food.
However,I at least stay for the meeting.
Skipping out on the summit sent the wrong
message from a nation that produces an average of
864 kg of municipal waste, per person, per year —
three times the amount of the average Italian. It
gives the appearance that, though we contribute a
large percentage of waste and emissions, the US is
not willing to contribute to global efforts to reduce
that contribution.
Bush is not just telling the world that the US
doesn't care about the obvious changes occurring
in the global climate. He is also abandoning his
domestic responsibilities.
Approximately 160 million people are living in
US regions with smog and soot levels considered
to be dangerous to one's health, showing that the
Bush administration doesn't care about its real constituents — the American people. This is a real
problem that effects real people that live right here
in the US.
• The kicker of Bush's absence at the summit is
that he is forming his own meeting regarding climate change, to be held later this week. It's as if

Bush is trying to start his own post-prom party
when the quarterback has already planned a kegger.
According to the administration, a separate
meeting is necessary because Bush's approach to
global warming is fundamentally different than the
approach shared by the UN.
"It's our philosophy that each nation has the
sovereign capacity to decide for itself what its own
portfolio of policies should be," said James L.
Connaughton, the president's chief environmental
adviser, in the New York Times on Monday.
When I read this quote, I had to take a deep
breath and count to ten. Then I snapped my pencil
in half. Well, Mr. Comiaughton,if every nation has
the "sovereign capacity" to'make their own policies, why is the US involved in so many foreign
disputes, most deriml from different "portfolios of
policies?"
The fact is that Bush is stalling,saying that global policies would create economic problems. The
world seeks action. "Inaction now will prove the
costliest action of all in the long term," UN
Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon said. Why is it that
our leader cannot speak in such civil temts of wisdom?
For some reason, I think that global warming is
an issue that can't be resolved by individual countries. It is a world issue and Bush blows it. This is
just another attempt by the Bush administration to
cater to its power-hungry and most influential constituents and not to the bettering of the world. So
take off your bib, Bush, and tell your minions that
maybe the US should talk with the ITN sometime
instead ofjust ignoring it.
Michael Dabrieo is a third-year journalism
major.

Cops get bad rap
despite doing their
best at difficult job
Nick McCrea
The past week or so has looked unusually bad
for law enforcementin Maine and nationwide. After
two unrelated fatal shootings by police in Maine this
weekend alone — something that is, thankfully,
nearly unheard of in our state — and allegations of
police brutality in Florida stemming from the
Tasering incident at a John Kerry question-andanswer event, law enforcement will continue to be
under a microscope and will suffer constant criticism.
Quite frankly,I'm sick of hearing this crap about
"police brutality" in the case of the University of
Florida student.The student stood up during the session to ask questions about Kerry's alleged past relations with President George W. Bush . After ignoring requests to shut up,an officer was called over to
lead him out of the mom.He resisted. More officers
came over to him and asked him to leave. He resisted.
He started moving down the aisle with police
pulling him along, but when he got near the door he
pushed an officer and tried to get away — big mistake. After that, police took him to the floor, as is the
procedure they've been trained to follow if someone
tries to break from their grasp. When he continued
to ignore their orders and tried to push himself up,
one of the officers used a'laser to form him to submit He continued to whine and complain about
unnecessary force all the way out to the police cmiser.
Of course,despite the fact that the student fought
with the police for more than two minutes, the
media was quick tojump on the situation and label
it"a disturbing abuse of force."
Bull.The officers at Florida University had to up
the amount of force when the student continued to
fight them and they did it successfully because the

loudmouth kid went to jail for a few hours and was
released without injury.
A much more difficult and serious situation has
arisen in our own state. Two men were shot and
killed by officers this weekend. On Saturday,a state
trooper shot a man in Waldoboro after a seven-hour
standoff at the man's ex-wife's home. The shooting
victim had been out on bail after attempting to murder his wife.
The second man was killed early Sunday after
the car he was in was pulled over by police. The 18year-old passenger was involved in a scuffle with
the officer and then ran into the woods, where
another fight broke out and, eventually, the officer
fired his gun. Only the officer emerged from the
woods alive. Few details are available as the state is
investigating the shootings.
As morbid as this is. I hope that the officers are
cleared and were warranted in both shootings.
Officers learn to use deadly force only when their
lives are directly threatened; I hope that this was the
case in both instances. I hope these events don't lead
to more distrust and contempt for police officers
because I truly believe they have the one of the most
ethically complex, risky and thankless jobs on the
planet.
Thew are "bad apples" out there. There are cops
who discriminate, abuse and generally damage the
image of the group as a whole. By and large, these
men and women do everything in their power to
protect and serve and if you do as they say and stay
out of trouble in general then you should never have
to suffer the Taser. If you really haven't done anything to deserve it and have caught the brunt of one
of these "bad apples," then I'll be the first championing your side.
Nick McCrea is a third-yearjournalism major.

go. Style
Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 27
The Bear's Den
From the Workbench
Featuring several performers
7:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 28
Minsky Recital Hall
Free with MaineCard

ARTS
Play, Fast Forward, Rewind
Without Borders IV
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Lord Hall Gallery
Millions Taken Daily:
Photographs from Everyone
and Everywhere
9 a.m to 5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
$3, Free with MaineCard
Being Where: Looking into
Landscape
9 a.m to 5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
$3, Free with MaineCard

New Writing Series
Poet Joanne Kyger
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 27
Soderberg Auditorium,
Jenness Hall

Culture

What is flat, grippy, popular and gives a rush at high speeds? No,
it's not Keira Knightley. It's a skateboard. More accurately, it is a longboard. With speeding asphalt rushing by and the autumn air in their
hair, the longboarder is as prevalent as ever on campus. For the longboarder, curbs are the steady, easily avoided barriers; mere pedestrians
equal slow moving obstructions while cars are the more dangerous —
not to mention heavier —
obstacles.
Everyone's seen them
around campus at top
speeds. Dozens roll past the
Union hourly. Are these
anti-bipedal movement ractrouble?
ers
causing
Perhaps. Do they look cool
while
they
do
it?
Absolutely.
What drives longboarders to throw out the usual
convention of walking to
class in favor of their four
wheeled friends'?
It seems that for many
the longboard represents
more than just entertainment: it provides essential
transportation. "It's my primary mode of transportation," explained John
Walsh, an undeclared sophomore.
Walsh has been skating
the pavement for about six years now. His first longboard experience
stemmed from an older neighbor who would regularly cruise a local
hill. "I had a bit of a man-crush on him," Walsh admitted.
Similarly,'Eyler Cox,a sophomoreinternational affairs major, u.sually cruises to class in the morning. "I used to live imp on hilltop, it
was pert ect," Co. said. It appears that ('ox was not usually in a tinny
to return to his room after a day of classes in the lowlands.
Dane Bolding, a sophomore English major, echoed Walsh and
rox's feelings on transportation, "Growing up in San Diego, we had
lots of hills so it was easy to get around to the beach ... and taco
shops."
Bolding took an alternative to buying a professionally made long-board. He actually created his own skateboard using the raw materials
one.can find in a local hardware shop and some specifies like "trucks"

Bowdoin College. It was there that he realized what an effective piece
of transportation the longboard represented.
The do-it-yourselfer Bolding said,"I guess I got interested in skateboarding when my dad gave me a signed Tony Hawk poster. It was
kind of a coming-of-age story," Bolding said on being a rebellious adolescent. Bolding went on to say that he often commandeered his sister's longboard, and soon
enough, he "fell in love
with traveling."
What about the fairer
sex? Often, longboarding
is perceived as a male
activity. However, more
women have been spotted
sporting the sidewalk
surfboard. Ryan Cope, a
sophomore marine biology major, is fairly new to
the scene. "My boyfriend
actually got me into it,"
(:7ope said. "On good
days," Cope continued,"I
feel like one of the guys."
Jen Verrill, a sophomore
athletic training major, reiterated Cope's feelings. "I
think there's just something
about my personality,"
Verrill pointed out. She
seemed to be under the
By Brett Sowerby impression that many
women lack some tomboy
personality traits that make her inclined to 'board.' Thomas Meehan, a
sophomore international affairs student, added that it seems many women
"don't have the confidence" that it takes to ride a skateboard. With that said.
more women are colloging themselves and proving they have what it takes
to sail dow it pavement at high speed.( pc added that she likes neini2 the
minority and she's "a force to be reckoned with."
Many of the longboarders questioned seemed to be aware that pedestrians might not enjoy sharing the sidewalk with motorless, four-wheeled
commuters. Phil Souza, a sophomore business major. thought, "I think
'pedestrians] really don't like it when I scare them." Does the Maine foot
traffic fear their rolling counterparts'? Probably not, but Bolding pointed out
that "people don't seem to know whether I should move or they should."
Bolding added that pedestrians should '
set path and let him
make the course corrections.
Walsh had a novel approach to
't look up to see people's faces.'
a
' studio

ENTERTAINMENT
Comedian Dan Kino
9 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 28
Union dining room
Planetarium Shows:
Hubble Vision
7 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 28
Wingate Hall
Worlds of Motion
7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 29
Wingate Hall
Destination Pluto
2 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 30
Wingate Hall

If you would like your
event posted in The Maine
Campus Style calendar,
send time, day, date, place
and fee information to
Brett Sowerby on
FirstClass.

Photos h) Adrienne Hess
John Walsh sits under a tree with his longboard and does his favorite trick. The back of his skateboard features an intricate logo with a wildcat.
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Resident Evil: Extinction Music jived in Union
By Derek Francis

By Andy Wright

The pitch for "Resident Evil: Extinction" was
probably the easiest sell of all time: "IIcy,remember those post-apocalyptic movies with that crazy
anti-Semite as Mad Max? Let's make a movie like
those... but throw in lots and lots of zombies... and
subtract the anti-Semitic dude." Boom! The
movie would be green lit on premise alone.
The question that remains is - does "Resident
Evil: Extinction" live up to the likes of"The Road
Warrior" or does it stink up the joint like "Mad
Max Beyond Thunder Dome?"
At this point in the series, zombies basically
reign supreme. The Umbrella Corporation's virus
has brought the world to its knees. "RE:
Extinction"focuses upon a convoy of survivors in
the American South West. The series' heroine,
Alice [Milla Jovovich], comes to their aid and
attempts to bring the survivors safely to Alaska
while simultaneously trying to kick as much
Photo courtesy of indie.Imdb.com
undead ass as possible. Alice's superhuman abilities are now at a level that even Stan Lee would be
proud of. She will stop at nothing to bring down as real human beings. The reason this is such an
achievement is due to the inane words they are
the Umbrella Coiporation.
For the third installment, Russell Mulcahy forced to spew out. Somehow,it all rolls off their
takes over for Paul WS.Anderson in the director's tongues with ease.
"Resident Evil: Extinction" is not without its
chair. This replacement adds a much-needed
faults.
The Umbrella Corporation continues to
freshness to the series. Mulcahy delivers a frenetic style and somehow turns Anderson's B-level come off as a third rate shadow government a in
script into what is easily the best movie of the fran- James Bond's nemesis, SPECTRE. And the plot
is thinner than Lindsay Lohan after a three day
chise.
binge. But let's face it, no one is going into
coke
Mulcahy and Anderson, who stays on as promovie
expecting to see "Citizen Kane."
this
ducer, have found a way to balance the darker
Instead,"RE: Extinction" hits you with an alledge of the first movie with the over-the-top
action of the second. The result is a zombie movie out assault of awesome. The violence is bloody,
that would make George Romero proud. Gore- the people are hot and... what else is there in a
hounds unite in celebration as these action movie like this? If you were able to groove to the
sequences rank among the best in zombie movie first two Resident Evil flicks then you will more
than likely love this one.
history.
By what can only be described as a miracle,
Grade: B
most of the lead characters, particularly Alice and
Claire Redfield I.1.11 I atter of"Ileroes", come off

Ever been on stage before?
Ever wondered what it was like
to get up in front of a crowd and
just sing,or play guitar or piano?
This week there were two acts
that'mew exactly what that feeling was.For the first act,Johanna
bland, a singer, who went to the
Berklee school of Music in
Boston, Massachusettes, was no
stranger. Johanna started out
performing on the piano with a
cover of Tori Amos'"Adam and
Jackie." Though her first song
was a little shaky, she said she
played it first knowing it was
"going to own her," and she was
just getting back in to the swing
of things. The comedic banter
going on between Johanna and
the crowd in between songs
seemed to help her relax and fmd
her stage legs again. Tori Amos
was followed by a classic;'Tune
after lime" by Cindy Loper, but
you could tell things were really
Nicholas chiumenti•The Maine Campus
starting to wann up when she Johanna Ireland plays a song at Java Jive
busted out "Breathe" by Faith
Hill.
A couple of songs passed and Johanna ished off her set with an original. After her
whipped out the guitar. Apparently it was hour-long set she was met with enthusiasher "first guitar performance ever." The tic applause and greetings from friends.
first song was nice, but somewhat droned When asked why she had decided to
on a bit. It seemed that she played many come up to the I.Iniversity of Maine after
songs in similar keys with a slow flowing three semesters at Berklee, she said that
feeling leaving the audience somewhat "music just wasn't where she wanted to
groggy and unenthusiastic. It was then that go, so now [she is] in international
Johanna pulled her friend Anna Snow up affairs." As though music isn't an internaon stage and they sang an amazing cover tional affair.
Next up was the "Hansenbrothers,"
of Colbie Caillat's "Bubbly." This pulled
the audience back into it as Johanna tinSee JIVE

on page 10

Top 20 Albums for 9/24
M.I.A. !Gila
1
2
GO!TEAM "Grip Like AVice" [Single]
CARIBOU Andorra
3
4
GRAND NATIONAL A Drink and a
Quick Decision
NEW YOUNG PONY CLUB Fantastic
5
Playroom
TEGAN AND SARA The Con
6
JUSTICE Cross
7
ANIMAL COLLECTIVE Strawberry Jam
8
9
YOU SAY PARTY! WE SAY DIE!
Lose All Time
MINUS THE BEAR Planet Of Ice
10
11
RILO KILEY Under The Blacklight
ARCHITECTURE IN HELSINKI
12
Places Like This
13
YEAH YEAH YEAHS Is Is [EP]
14
AGAINST ME! New Wave
15
PREFUSE 73 The Class Of 73 Bells [EP]
16
FOG Ditherer
17
RED COLLAR The Hands Up
18
WEAKERTHANS Reunion Tour
19
JAMIE T Panic Prevention
COATHANGERS Coathangers
20

91.9 FM

Powering the
Creative Economy
I 'Maine's Continuing and Distance Edlucation
Division is pleased to offer a 3 Credit course as part
of Juice: Powering the Creative Economy, Maine's Action
summit conference to be held November 16-17, 2007 in

U

Camden and Rockland,

Powering and Informing
the Creative Economy
ECU 370 ENG 429/ WAD 398 UST 300
Registration for the course will include attendance at the
conference with additional course nivel ings an three
Saturdays - November 3, 10, & December 1.
THREE

SATURDAYS
November 3,
November 10,
and

December 1

The course will explore, analyze, and altique what is
meant by a °creative economy" and its relevance for the
economic, social and cultural future uf Maine aria the
Enna nor inviviatirr

Grri MAINE
For more information visit our vietnite

http:HdlImmainceduicd
nr rat 107-5114143

it
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Folk music for new generation Facebook: stalking at
By Brett Sowerby
Iron and Wive released their first full-length solo
record since 'Ks"Woman King," an intimate dive into
folk music. I&W's latest, which was released Tuesday,
Sept. 24 is'The Shepherd's Dog," and delivers a similar,
more upbeat version of their last album.
Sam Beam is as vocally accurate as ever, providing
soft, lullaby-like tones that are sweet-sounding to any
functional ear. He leads the listener gently by the hand
through his bittersweet world, a simple life with smalltown letdowns and local successes.
In "House by the Sea," Beam and crew show off their
accomplished bluegrass skills in a non-traditional style.
With a combination of guitar noodling,heavy rhythm and
even some synth effects, l&W creates an enjoyable
melody that appeals to a wide audience.
"Wolves(Song of the Shepherd's Dog)"scans like a
throwback to Peter Gabriel.The song begins with aspects
that smack of '80s songwriting, from the reverb on
Beam's vocals to the repeating guitar lick From there,the
tune proves to be a toe-tapper with rapid, flowing songwriting Beam is known for.
"Boy with a Coin," a song from their single released
this summer, has a solid beat that one can easily bob an
enchanted head to. It has a lively melody with a steady
clapping beat surrounded by l&W's newfound studio
effects.
l&W attempts to push a '50s rock song in"The Devil
Never Sleeps." They blend a jazz piano with some simple electric guitar work and a touch of acoustic slide guitar. Unfortunately, as tight as the song is musically,
Beam's voice isjust a touch too softfor the tune and doesn't push through in the rock and roll manner that's expected.
There are also several songs that are more reminiscent
of the l&W from their earlier works - many will recall
their remake of The Postal Service's "Such Great
Heights"-and several tracks give the listener the relaxed,

the tips of your fingers
By Tom St. Pierre

Photo courtesy of mog.com
lonely sounding Beam with a story to tell that most are
used to. I&W have the piano take a more active role in
"The Shepherd's Dog."Other new sounds inI&W's arsenal include the accordion alongside the use of synthetic
sounds and effects.
As usual, Beam gives story-telling a fresh start. He
spins tales that often revolve around rural life-styles. His
lyrics evoke such vivid images, like the "smoke in your
nose." Beam seems to be On the edge of one's senses.
l&W even manages to throw in the occasional biblical
reference without coming across as pushy-or even really that Christian.
This is an I&W that old fans may not be entirely comfortable with.They might think it too experimental for the
folk band.They would be wrong.This album is a step forward forl&W and is at least worth the 30-second preview
on iTunes.
Grade: B+

Pete and Carl. They moved on stage bands and can solo like nobody's business. Pete,
with ease and confidence, control- unfortunately, lives in Canada for now. His gravely
ling the audience with every strum. voice isjuxtaposed with his brother's smooth,smokey
Right off the bat you could tell voice.
from page 9 these guys have been playing for
The two have very different styles as far as how
quite some time,five years roughly. The strangest part they look when playing guitar, but that by no means
was this was their first time playing on stage together, makes them sloppy. These brothers feed off of one
although they said they "jammed together all the another, filling their solos with "a lot more confidence
time." They had some originals mixed in with covers, with the other one iri) there for support." It shows. As
such as great 90's songs, like "If you could only see" for now,Pete is back off to Canada while Carl is playby Tonic and "Everything You Want" by Vertical ing in a local band performing above the Bear Brew.
Horizon. These brothers, unlike the "original" Hansen Next week's Java Jive is an open mic night. Let the talbrothers, rocked. They both play guitar in separate ent flood the stage from every direction.

Jive

Special for

(University of Maine
Students
Penobscot Valley Country Club
Fall Golf Special
$35 Per Person
$120 Per Foursome
Lunch available in Grille Room
day of play
Call 866-2423 for
available tee times

Whatever happened to the days
when the sole purpose of Facebook
was to stalk people? It was a much
simpler time, when Facebook wasn't
all about silly games and applications
but about true, untraceable, chronic,
long-distance admiration. While
times look bleak and hopeless, passionate stalking - the way things used
to be, may - in fact, be making a
comeback.
With the advent of the mini-feed,
Facebook had reached an ultimate
high in customer service, giving
stalkers all the tools necessary to
electronically shadow someone's
movement I must admit I was quite
impressed with the unrivaled level of
creepiness Facebook has managed to
integrate. Beforehand, rigorous
research was required to discover
whose walls someone had posted on,
what he she had updated on his/her
profile and on which photos he she
had commented. With the mini-feed,
the efficiency of stalking was
extraordinarily increased and, in the
history of Facebook, the Web site
had reached its heyday.
However, a backlash against
stalking soon threatened the
supremacy of the institution with the
introduction of applications. In
order to see the posts on one's wall,
an ardent stalker had to spend at least
three minutes scrolling through the

Go have fun at work
By Corey Bean

most obvious involves talking like a
pirate on the job. If you have
Today's topic is: How to amuse absolutely no life and spend all of
yourself at work. This is a serious your time reading this newspaper,
problem for most people. This is you may reran an article written by
because — follow me closely here me a week ago which stressed the
— most jobs are boring. Even the absolute importance of International
presidency is known to be a slightly Talk Like a Pirate Day. Well,far be it
boring job; rumor has it that from me to spoil a holiday, but I am
Abraham Lincoln wore hats the size not afraid of celebrating International
of Vermont purely out of boredom. Talk Like a Pirate Day 364 days
This is probably a fact that Ijust now early. Neither should you; go in to
work tomorrow and ask your sexy
made up.
The first thing to remember, co-worker where she be hidin' her
when attempting to cure your bore- booty. I promise you won't regret it.
dom,is: brain cells. Lose them, and
Entertain the customers. One of
lose them quickly. I highly recom- the basic requirements of yourjob is
mend intentionally bunking your to please the customer. Why not tell
head against your door a few times them a fantasticjoke while they shop
before leaving for work. This will for their funeral arrangement flowleave you in a semi-conscious state ers? As an employee of Black Bear
— or possibly a state of coma — that Dining, I can tell you with absolute
will allow you to breeze through certainty that we are doing our best to
your workday, and possibly the rest entertain you.For example,have you
of the week, without any perception ever wondered what actually goes on
of time whatsoever.
in the dishroom? Surely there aren't
I realize that some of you may be dishes being washed back there. In
pathetically wimpy people who are fact, what we're usually doing is
unwilling to give yourself a head rehearsing a fantastic Irish line dance
injury in order to make your working which we will soon bust out on a ranexperience more pleasant No wor- domized lucky group of diners. I
ries. There are plenty of other ways
See WORK on page 11
to make work more bearable, the

iFREE
•

Located at
366 Main Street, Orono

unlimited applications on his,her victim's wall. Moreover, if, by chance,
they happened to pass by a program
such as Hobo Wars and Human Pets,
how could a stalker not be momentarily distracted by the notion of
homeless combat and virtual subsocieties?
There are some programs that
are blatantly out to destroy all that
defines Facebook stalking. With
applications such as Daily Bible
Scripture and Virtual Mom, quips
of wisdom and perpetual maternal
nagging are slowly building up a
moral resistance to the classical
foundations of predatory stalking.
Rest assured, in these unbearable dark ages of stalking, when
people are more worried about
checking their pet rocks than
whether other people are currently
online,a beacon of hope still exists.
While perusing through the innumerable list of applications, my
heart lept injoy to discover Friends
GPS,a program that actually shows
your friends'locations in relation to
your Own.
SO to all you Facebook stalkers
everywhere - do not give up. Stay
true to the rising insurgency so that
Facebook can regain its former
glory. And perhaps, with programs
like Friends GPS or even Super
Mini-feed, Facebook stalking will
become even easier, bringing forth
a new golden age of Facebook.

DELIVERY:

with coupon

!
• to UMaine Campus
for orders of $25
or more!
ExpIras!
10108/07

Proper attire required.

Call 947-6969 for Orono, Old
Town. and campus deliveries
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Monsters hide in this book
By Brett Sowerby
Opening a book with a quote from `The XFiles" is a good way to get me, and any other
sci-fi fan, hooked early.
"Monster Spotter's Guide to North
America," written by Scott Francis and illustrated by Ben Patrick, is an entertaining stroll
through known and unknown monsters. The
monsters range from the gentle, not annoying,
axhandle hound - a canine that apparently
plagued early pioneers by snaking on unattended wooden ax handle - to the dangerous
arnikuk, a horrible creature that is thought to
inhabit the arctic sea region,but ventures ashore
looking for human victims.
On the dangers of monster spotting, Francis
writes,"Do you have a television? Have you
ever watched `Buffy the Vampire Slayer?'Were
you living under a cave during the nine seasons
of 'The X-Files'?' Someone always dies." He
goes on to say that it's not the monsters' fault,
"it's just what monsters do."
It's obvious while reading "Monster
Spotter's" that Francis has a strange affection
for monster culture and folklore in general. He
speaks of his childhood and how his father
would tell him gripping stories of the wampus
Photo of Scott Francis courtesy of
cats and how the townspeople felt confined to
littp://www.moyingpeopleforwards.com
their own homes by this beast "Was I scared?'
Francis writes, "Of course. Did I want to be
scared? Absolutely." It seemed that Frauds was touching found. Investigators believe Champ to be a sort of preon a strange desire that most of us have: the desire to be historical throwback.There is speculation that the animal
is in fact a plesiorsaiu [a marine reptile though to be
scared by a good story.
Speaking of the wampus cats, the reader finds later extinct] or possibly a zeuglodon [a type of primative
that these predatory felines haunt Tainasse and the whale also thought to be extinct]."
In much this same fashion, Francis explains monster
Appalachian Mountains. These cats an: much like the
well-known mountain lions except that these clawed car- after monster, slowing occasionally to highlight the ones
favours stand on two legs. According to Francis, the he felt a special affection for. lie seemed to have a special
wampus cat was originally a Cherokee woman who fol- place in his heart for the jackalope, an antlered rabbit
lowed her husband on a hunting trip.'lb camouflage her- creature. Special consideration was also given to about
self, she wore a pelt of mountain lion fur. She overheard half of the creatures examined, giving them an illustratalk of magic, which was prohibited in Cherokee culture, tion, making the possible fear more real.
"Monster's Spotter's Guide to North America" is an
and as punishment was cursed to stay hidden in her cat
entertaining
read, mingling folklore and myth. It can be
cloak and roam the hills forever.
Another monster Francis covers is Champ, which is opened at any page and read in short sections, or even
essentially the Loch Ness Monster of North America slammed,looking for your favorite mythical creature. It's
That being said, Champ is a much-beloved creature by a decent read for anyone who enjoys a good scare.
locals. Champ is even protected by New York and
Grade: B
Vermont legislature that prohibit disturbing the animal,if

the maine campus
answers pubkshed in the "Hey, you asked" colliers-1 on Mondays

highly reccommend that you continue to eat food so
you can witness this spectacular event.
Most important is the idea of you entertaining
yourself. Remember the age-old adage which states:
from page 10
"If you're not having fun at work, what's the point'?
Also, what's an adage?' Go to work tomorrow and
write a letter to your boss demanding a hilariously high pay hike. For example, something above minimum wage. Think of mental nicknames for every
customer you see;I do this all the time. If you want to feel extremely self-conscious, you should refer to the part of this article which mentions that 1 have
an on-campus job, Mister Nei-cis-A-Shave.
In conclusion, and in all seriousness, I am not advocating that you go
absolutely nuts and tell your boss to uncover her sexy booty. I believe the formerly-alive philosopher Socrates said it best when he said something in Latin,
which is probably entirely irrelevant to this topic.

Work
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Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You are advised to remain very
careful in your professional activities
in order to avoid delays and mistakes that could upset your superiors.

Taurus
April 21 to May 20

Miscellaneous

By Travis Dandro

You might have to work in a tense
atmosphere today because of the
difficult co-operation with one of your
partners. You two may have different
opinions on a major investment.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You may not be in your best mood.
Avoid taking on new responsibilities
today, for you are running the risk of
wasting your energy. You are predisposed to depressive moods and
vascular accidents. Keep calm!

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
In the afternoon you may receive a
significant amount of money. This
may be a bonus acknowledging
your professional achievements
over the last period of time.
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Leo
July 23 to August 22
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You may experience health problems because you're being very
tense and almost worn out. You are
advised to slow down. This is not a
good time for making major business decisions.
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Virgo
Aug.23 to Sept 22
You will tend to be rather irascible
because you seem to be almost
exhausted. You may want to avoid
activities that require focusing. It's a
good time for routine domestic activities.

By John Kroes
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Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
In the morning, you may be agitated
and unable to control your impulsiveness. You are running the risk of
triggering hot arguments.
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Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov.22
You might have a hot argument with
a young person in your circle and
feel tempted to use strong words.
Financial speculations are a definite
no for today!
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Read It and Weep

Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21

By Travis Dandro

In spite of your financial difficulties,
you will remain optimistic and will try
to persuade your business partners
into action.
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Capricorn
Dec.22 to Jan. 20
You are advised to pay more attention to family members, especially to
your significant other. You two will
manage to find the solution to a
financial issue.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
You have planned to do something
useful for your home. Today you can
trust your intuition. In the afternoon,
you may face minor health problems
that will prove to be passing.
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Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
You may become somewhat irascible because of some unforeseen
changes in your schedule. You are
advised to control your temper, for
you are running the risk of spoiling
relationships with workmates and
your loved one.
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very hard

P:

There is only one correct
answer!

MISSED
,for those impoyed people who've let the peyect moment pass them by
To a girl I saw in the month of April 2007, at the Lath Fitness Center.
Hi there! I do not know your name, but I have had a crush on you ever
since I saw you for the first time at Latti, in April of this year. You, too, have
seen me. You do not seem to be a usual gym goer. I know because I am a
frequent visitor to the gym and I've never seen you prior to March/April of this
year. You came to the gym in the mornings and mainly did the steppers and
the bike while weaing an iPod on your left arm. Unfortunately for me, at that
time my mind was too occupied with several things school, my exams, an
upcoming international trip, etc. Also, I like to think a lot before doing anything — and I guess that also caused me to delay approaching you. By the
time I decided to, our summer vacations had started. Now, the only way for
me to reach you is through this column.
I am an international student in the business school and have spent my
life buried in books and my work. Trying to reach you in this way and exposing myself to ridicule is proof of the fact that this matter is very important to
me. I really hope you read this and respond. I very much look forward
meeting you. I can be reached at: elniorogram yahoo.com

The coffee sleeve
conspiracy
By Stephanie Johnson
What's up with Tim
Horton's coffee cups'?
Seriously now, I love Tim
Horton's. One might even
say that I'm slightly addicted to the place. I love that
they have actual coffee
cups for in-store use and
that they serve more than
just baked goods. Their
prices are lower and they
are surprisingly nicer than
most fast food joints. They
lack lattes and espresso
shots, revealing its laid
back Canadian style in contrast to Starbucks' potent
city style. But one thing I
cannot get over is the to-go
cups.
Where are the
sleeves?
I ask for one, they give
me another cup. That's not
what I asked for. Are they
purposely undermining my
request or merely making
due with what they have?
I've been told by numerous
people that they don't have
sleeves, never by them, by

the way — embarrassed
much? If they don't have
them, there must be a reason. So what is it? Is it
because they are trying to
reduce unneeded products?
Don't you think they've
already done that by
endorsing actual mugs for
in-store use or by staying
with paper cups instead of
They are
Styrofoam?
their
part,
doing
already
more so than other companies. Why move it to the
point of discomfort?
Perhaps it's about the
money. But aren't they
saving money by excluding
lattes and espressos? What
about the whole dish-washing thing'? That's got to be
saving money. I seriously
want to know why Tim
Horton's considers your
tastebuds so thoughtfully
yet neglects your hands so
easily. When we all lose
the use of our hands to third
burns, perhaps
degree
they'll kick in some extra
cash for straws.

RANDOM FACT
The name Wendy was
made up by J.M. Barrie
for the stage play "Peter
Pan the Great" in 1904
which later was published as Peter Pan
and Wendy. There is
no recorded use of
it before that time.
44
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the Eagles offense lit up the
Lions and defeated them by a
score of 56-21.
Other bashings around the
from page 15
NFL included Dallas getting
their third win over Chicago 34In Tampa, the Buccaneers
10; Pittsburgh remains undefeatresembled their '03 Super Bowled after a 37-16 win over a
champion defense and knocked
young San Francisco team; the
off the St. Louis Rams 24-3. The
Saints continued to struggle
Rams continue to struggle with
while Vince Young and the
their normally potent offense and
Tennessee Titans went down to
remain winless on the season.
New Orleans and grabbed the
Speaking of winless, the
31-14 victory.
Eagles were hoping for their first
If you aren't a big fan of the
win Sunday against the Detroit
blowouts, perhaps you enjoyed
Lions. Earlier in the week, quarthe tight, intense games played
terback Donovan McNabb was
over the weekend. The New
criticized for his comments
York football Giants and diviregarding his belief that black
Washington
rival
sional
quarterbacks face more scrutiny
Redskins hooked up on Sunday
than their white counterparts.
afternoon for a tense battle that
Evidently, McNabb didn't let the wouldn't be decided until the
criticism keep his mind off the final seconds of the game. With
game. He threw for an impresthe Giants leading 24-17 into the
sive 381 and four touchdowns. final seconds of the game, the
Wide receiver Kevin Curtis was Giants' defense pulled out some
at the other end of most of these
big stops and prevented the
passes, compiling 11 receptions Redskins from scoring on a
for 221 yards and three touch- fourth-and-goal play. The win
downs. I bet some fantasy own- was the Giants' first on the seaers picked up Curtis after that
son, while the Redskins dropped
amazing performance. Lion's
to 2-1.
quarterback Jon Kitna tried his
Kickers were the big stories in
best, throwing for more than 400 two games this weekend.
yards and two touchdowns, but
Baltimore kicker Matt Stover
his efforts fell short. Basically
punched in the game-winning

field goal as time expired in their
game against the Arizona
Cardinals, which they would win
by a final score of 26-23. In
from page 15
from page 16
Oakland, the Raiders called a
timeout before kicker Phil but we reallyjust need to stay focused Emery said. "Our heads are held
Dawson of the Brown's was able and keep working hard to win high even after that loss [against
to get off his field goal attempt, games," Anderson said. "It's awe- Providence]. Providence is a
which he made. Who would some to be out here doing what I love well-respected team, and we
have guessed that the second everyday with a bunch of great know we can play with them on
attempt by Dawson would be friends."
any given day. As for the rest of
blocked by the Raiders? It was a
The Black Bears rugby team will our season, we are very hopeful
good ending to a game between face off against perennial favorite and hungry for success and I
two bad teams.
Bates College. It was easy to tell that, think that is what will carry us
Another notable game was along with the rest of squad, to victory in the upcoming
Bret Favre's history-making per- Anderson is really looking fonvanl to games."
formance against the San Diego this match. "Bates has been a solid
The tough losses at the
Chargers. Favre tied Marino on team in the past, and we won't take beginning of the season and the
Sunday for the most touchdown them lightly. We approached this most recent one against
passes in NFL history with 420. weekend the same as we would any Providence, have helped the
Not only did Favre throw for other," he said.
team grow, according to
three touchdowns, but his Green
The Black Bears will come into Zdrojesky:
Bay Packers went to 3-0 and the match against Bates,ranked No.9
"Losing is not something you
defeated the Chargers 31-24.
in the nation for Men's Division II want to experience a lot of, but
In other games around the Rugby and rust in the New Fneand it is a tool to use to get better
league, the Jets defeated divi- Rugby Football League. Coming off and to recognize any adjustsional rival Miami 31-28; Kansas a huge win last weekend against the ments or changes that need to be
City topped Minnesota 13-10; University of New Hampshire made," she said.
Peyton Manning and the Colts Wildcats,the Black Bears will look to
The Black Bear field hockey
handed the Texans their first loss use the same game plan to bring about squad is a hopeful bunch that
of the season in a 30-24 win; the same domination and improve to expect big things from themJacksonville defeated Denver 23- 3-0 on Saturday. Get out there and selves and know that they have
14; Carolina worked to their sec- show your support for these hard- to work hard to get there. They
ond win against the struggling working individuals as Maine travels play nationally ranked Albany
Falcons 27-20; and Seattle came to Lewiston to face off against Bates at 2 p.m. in Orono on Friday.
out on top over Cincinnati 24-21. College.

— or any of the Sox rookies for that
matter.
John Lester's story is one of the
best in all ofsports this season.After
from page 15
a year-long battle with cancer,
which took him away from the Red
baseball. Pedroia is a little guy,
Sox organization last season,he was
standing at just 5'8", which might
finally allowed to return to the team
be a slight overestimate by
on July 24 against the Cleveland
http://www.mlb.com, but to a kid
Indians, with his parents in attenwho goes into high school standing
dance. Lester went six solid innings,
at five-foot-nothing, Pedroia must striking out six and allowing just
seem like a giant Kids see the Sox two nuts in one of the most moving
second baseman at the plate, putting moments of the season. Since then,
everything he has in his unimposing Lester has tallied up three more
frame behind every swing, and wins and no losses, running his
maybe they'll start to think that record to 4-0, despite a less-thanthere's still hope for them to go farstellar 4.45 earned run average.
ther than high school ball. He's one Mike Lowell, the Sox veteran third
of the rare players who hustles
baseman, has been a leader on the
down the line on every ground ball,
team since they acquired him from
gets up to the fence of the dugout to
the Florida Marlins, but he probably
watch and support his teammates
has a special link with John Lester
and always plays with passion.
in particular. Lowell missed a good
Many players will lose that dedica- amount of playing time while he
tion to the game eventually, but I was with the Marlins after doctors
don't see that happening to Pedroia diagnosed him with testicular can-

cer. There's no doubting that Lester
has had the support and advice of
Lowell and the rest of the Sox
throughout his return as a rotation
pitcher to the team.
Jacoby Blsbury is one of the
most electrifying young players to
grace Fenway Park in a long time.
He rocketed his way through the
Sox farm system this year and started rocketing his way around the
base paths from his first day in the
majors. I remember seeing him step
up to the plate one night and thinking to myself,'Who the heck is this
and what's he doing in the game?"I
memorized his name after the next
pitch because he hit an easy
grounder to the shortstop, who
should have thrown him out easily,
but Ellsbury got to first base faster
than I remember seeing any Red
Sox runner get there in a long time,
beating out the throw. Later that
week, Ellsbury scored from second
on a passed ball that bounced away
from the catcher, which is some-
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thing that hasn't been done by anyone in a Sox uniform since the '60s.
No one is really surprised by
Ellsbury's speed on the bases anymore — he has six stolen bases and
hasn't been caught yet — what is surprising is how well he has been hitting. In just 27 games,Ellsbury had
15 RBIs,three homeruns and is batting .372. If the Sox management is
smart enough to hold on to Ellsbury,
he could become one of the fmest
base stealers, defensive outfielders
and hitters in the game. Not to mention, the ladies love him.
Last, but certainly not least, is
Clay Buchholz. This rookie sensation became the talk of the town
when he pitched a no-hitter against
the Baltimore Orioles injust his second major league start. He is just
one of three major league pitchers to
throw a no-no in their first or second
Major League start. What made it
even better was that it was at
Fenway Park. After the last pitch of
that game, a sweeping 12-6 curve-

MAINE

ball that broke over the outside corner to strike out the batter looking,
the Fenway Faithful erupted into
cheers as his teammates poured
onto the field, surrounded Buchholz
andjumped around chanting"Rook,
Rook,Rook!"
Pedroia was actually a huge reason for the no-hitter's success.In the
sixth inning, Orioles shortstop
Miguel Tejada hit a hard grounder
up the middle behind second.
Pedroia ranged to his left, laid out
behind the bag,jumped to his feet
more quickly than anyone should be
able to and threw out the speedy
Tejada at first One "rook" saving
another.
All of these guys are predictors
of a very bright future for the
Boston Red Sox. No matter how
this season turns out, these rookies
have given Red Sox Nation plenty
of great memories already in 2007
and there should be plenty more to
follow.
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Sox rookies shining in Boston
Pedroia, Lester, Ellsbury, Buchholz dazzle as playoffs approach
By Nick McCrea
The Red Sox have been on a
rollercoaster ride ever since the AllStar break. Their lead over the New
York Yankees has been gliding up
and down in spurts for the entire
second half of the season. They've
been up 14 games, back down to
four, back up to seven, all the way
back down to one and a half and
finally back to three, where it stood
as of Tuesday night.
This series of seemingly constant ups and downs makes it hard
to believe that the Red Sox have
actually held the AL lead, oftentimes by a very comfortable margin,
through the majority of the season.
Since the halfway point, however,
that lead has gone from dominating
to nail-bitingly close. But through it
all, the Sox have finally secured a

playoff spot.
Despite all the drama that surrounds the team in late-season
matchups; several Sox rookies have
come up and played huge parts in
keeping the team ahead of the
pesky, persistant New York
Yankees.
I'm not even going to mention
Daisuke Matsuzaka or Hideki
Okajima because I don't view them
as rookies. They played for years in
Japan before being signed by the
Red Sox, and professional ball is
professional ball, no matter which
side of the Pacific Ocean it's played
on.
The guys I'm focused on are, in
no particular order,second baseman
Dustin Pedroia, outfielder Jacoby
Ellsbury and pitchers Clay
Buchholz and John Lester. Each of
them have been hugely impressive

and all are reasons for the Red Sox
to be proud of their farm system,
which over the past few years has
started to put out some impressive
talent.
Pedroia and Lester were around
from time to time last year and
showed promise. As a daily player
this year, Pedroia has blown up and
turned into one of the five best second basemen in the league both
defensively and offensively. He's
hitting at an impressive clip of .315
with seven homeruns, 49 runs batted in, and he's added six stolen
bases to that. Not to mention he has
made some of the most electrifying
defensive plays of the season. His
performance puts him at the top of
most baseball analysts' lists for the
AL Rookie of the Year award. He's
also one of the finest role models in
See

BOSTON on page 14

Courtesy hlog.oregonlive.com
Jacoby Ellsbury jumps in the air to celebrate after scoring from second base on a passed ball in a game earlier this year against Texas.

Friars end field hockey win streak NFL week 3 recapped
Providence College "fried" UM Black Bears 3-2 in hard-fought contest
By Alissa Brown
The University of Maine
field hockey team suffered a
tough loss to Providence on
Sunday afternoon, bringing their
record to 4-5 and breaking up
their winning streak. Courtney
Veinotte and Nicole Emery each
scored goals for the Black
Bears, with assists by Brooke
Anderson and Amy Zdrojesky.

"I am very proud of our
team's performance thus far this
season," senior Amy Zdrojesky
said."We set a good tone for our
season when we had our first
game against fourth-ranked
UConn and held them to a 2-0
game. We have played some
tough games and I think even
the ones we did not win were
always a battle and could have
gone our way. I believe our

record of 4-5 is deceiving of our
ability and potential."
Black Bear Nicole Emery,
who had a goal in the team's last
game versus Rhode Island, said
the team recovered from a tough
start to the season and hopes it
will continue to pick up.
"As a team we didn't start out
as well as we had wanted or at
least our record didn't show it,"
See

HOCKEY on page 14

By Danielle Young
Week three of the NFL season
is in the books. As usual we had
the blowouts, the nail biters and,
well, the boring games. Some
things remained constant: Tom
Brady, the Cowboy's offense and
Favre's legacy. Struggles continued for the New Orleans Saints,
Ladanian Tomlinson and the
atrocious mess we call the
Atlanta Falcons. And some
things just plain surprised us: the
Bear's defense, the Giant's goal

line stand and Kevin Curtis
(wait, who?).
The Patriot's trouncing of the
Bill's was one of many spankings dealt out in the NFL this
weekend. Tom Brady threw for
311 yards with four touchdowns,
two of which were mailed to
Randy Moss who had 115 receiving yards. This was the thirdstraight week that the Patriot's
completely dominated their
opponents.
See NFL on page 14
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With the Red Sox up three games, the team is geffing
a huge boost from their rookies.1
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UM defeats Long Island U.3-2, unbeaten in Orono
Blackbirdsfall to Bears Sunday, Dimitri Anastasiou records two goals in UMaine's second win of the season
By Dillon Bates

Andrew Prindle + The Maine Campus
Sophmore goalkeeper Nemanja Kostic takes an indirect kick on
Sunday's game. The Blackbears defeated Long Island University 3-2.

On a breezy fall day in Orono,the
winds of change were blowing for the
Maine Black Bears. Entering the
game,Maine was 1-6-0, and had nettedjust two goals on the season. After
being shut out in five of their past six
games, the home field atmosphere
finally brought the Black Bear
offense out of hibernation. Ignited by
their return to Orono, the offense
exploded, registering 24 shots and
netting three goals at the expense of
the visiting Blackbirds of Long Island
University.
The scoring began early whenjunior forward Dimitri Anastasiou
received the ball from senior Forward
Pat Halligan and chipped a shot over
the head of LIU's keeper and into the
net in the 15th minute. Long Island
answered back almost immediately,
however, as LIU Forward Peter
Huijgen beat Maine Keeper Nemanja
Kostic to knot the save at 1-1 in the
19th minute. The score would
remain locked for the duration of the
first half, as both teams traded fruitless nips up and down the field.
The intensity picked up quickly in
the second half, as both teams began
to up the tempo and play physically.
Maine took the lead back almost
immediately when first-year midfielder Thomas McCole beat multiple
Blackbird defenders, then found the
open net, as LIU keeper Alex Fatovic
had been drawn out of position on the
play. Just like that, the Black Bears
found themselves back on top in the
48th minute.
After McCole's first collegiate
goal,a revitalized Black Bear defense

Stepped up their game. Sophomore
midfielder
Jordan
Antonucci
explained this stalwart perfomuince
by a defense that gave up eight goals
to Boston Collegejust days ago:"Our
whole defense is finally healthy;
we've got everyone back. This is one
of the fist times all season that we've
had everyone, and having that stability makes it easier to play."
The game got a little scrappy after
McCole's goal, as players from both
teams were ready to push and shove.
Tempers flared at points, drawing an
incredible eight yellow cards in the
match, four charged to each squad.
Despite this, Maine kept their wits

"We're a solid team, but sometimes you need a win to
remind you ofthat."
Jordan Antonucci
Sophmore Midfielder
UMane Men s Soccer

about them enough to add to their
lead in the 79th minute. With an inexplicable mess of players in front of the
Long Island goal,McCole sent a pass
into the area, where no players
seemed to be able to make solid contact with it. Anastasiou, though not
connecting well, was able to get afoot
on the ball enough to direct it through
the crowd and into the net
"Tom [McCole]gave a great ball.
I saw it coming in and knew I had to
get a foot on it. In front of the net it

was kind of sloppy, hut I figured if I
got a foot on it, it'd probably go in,"
Anastasiou said.
LIU got back in the game in the
84th minute, when Josh Merchant
filed a line drive past Maine's Kostic
into the upper-right comer of the goal.
However, with the Black Bears rising
to the occasion defensively,it was too
little,too late for the Blackbirds. Long
Island would never pose a serious
scoring threat for the duration of the
match.
With the win, Maine snaps a six
game losing streak and improves to 26-0 on the season,staying undefeated
in Orono. With the loss,LRJ drops to
2-4-1.
"We're undefeated at home, and
we scored three goals today, which is
more than we've scored all season,"
Anastasiou said. The win should be a
confidence booster for the squad
heading into the second half of the
season. As Antonucci put it,`We're a
solid team,but sometimes you need a
win to remind you of that."
The Black Bears are looking
ahead to their America Fast conference schedule but are not overlooking
their final non-conference game at
Rhode Island this Saturday. Sunday's
win and remaining undefeated at
home,shows that the team is peaking
at the tight time. The difficult schedule that the Black Bears have played
recently may have been responsible
for helping them prepare for MT and
for the lest of the season. "The
Schedule we just had sucked, but we
played three top-20 teams; no one
else is going to come close to being
that good," Antonucci said.

Brown bears end women's streak Rugby's VP "great
Women's soccerfails to capitalize early in match-up,falls 0-2 to Brown
athlete, great leader"
Lewiston native Laura Martel
led the way for the Black Bears
The University of Maine with five shots on goal, as felMaine natives Kim
women's soccer team ended low
Hailey
Stephenson
and
their three game unbeaten
streak after losing a game to Blackburn knocked two shots a
toward
the
goal.
Brown University Tuesday piece
night. The squad fell to 2-4-2, Unfortunately nothing would
while the women of Brown slip by Brown goalie Steffie
University earned their first Yellin, who recorded two saves
win of the season, improving to on the night. UMaine senior
Jordon Pekrul said after the
1-5-1 on the season.
Both teams took a shutout game that the team had their
into the second half of the opportunities, but could not
game when Brown's Kellie take advantage of them.
Slater scored in the 55th minute
iUM
of
the
game.
Lindsay
Cunningham added onto the
iBrown
2
score to make it 2-0 in the 78th
"We dominated throughout
minute. UMaine goalie Laura
the
first half. We had a lot of
Harper, recorded seven saves
for the Black Bears. Despite chances to score, but we couldthe valiant effort, the team suf- n't capitalize on any of them,"
Pekrul said.
fered the loss.
Despite the loss, the
The Black Bears put out 14
women's
soccer team is lookshots throughout the game, but
bounce
back and be preing
to
did not succeed in scoring.

By Seth Poplaski

pared for Sunday's game at
noon against Albany. Albany
comes in with a record of 3-32. The game will be the first
conference game for the Black
Bears.
Pekrul said that the game
tended to be one of their easier
games, but there are still battles
that go on in the 90 minutes of
playing time. The battles have
to do more with each other than
the opposing team.
"It's more of a Tetris game.
We play as well as we let ourselves play," Pekrul said.
With a win on Sunday, the
Black Bears will be 1-0 in conference play and off to a great
start for a possibly playoff
spot. The past two years, the
Black Bears have made it all
the way to the conference finals
and they hope to make it once
again. Winning Sunday afternoon will be an excellent start
toward achieving that goal.

By Sean Sullivan
Graduating with a degree in
Business Management is an accomplishment in itself, but to be the vice
president of one of the University of
Maine's most successful athletic clubs
adds a certain level of fulfillment to a
student's life. Eric Anderson handles
this
responsibility
perfectly.
Anderson's teammates on the
UMaine rugby squad describe him as
"a great athlete and a great leader."
Eric has been involved in Rugby at
UMaine since his first year of college.
"It was a funny story," Eric
recalled, "I was just wandering
around the mall like the second day I
was here,and I thought Rugby sounded cool,so I decided to show up."
Anderson, who scored a beautiful
fly against the University of New
Hampshire last weekend,gives all the
credit for the team's success to his
coaches and teammates.
"Everyone that is new this year

had a lot of experience coming in,
which isn't the way it used to be.
Everyone has played in high school
leagucs and men's leagues, and that
goes a long way for getting these guys
to really understand the game,"
Anderson said. Getting players to
understand used to be the job of
Anderson as well as Club President
Tony Puipura, that is, until this year.
"Finally having real coaches this year
has taken so much pressure off us,"
Anderson said, "Coach Critter and
Coach Gus and all these guys have a
lot of experience which goes a long
ways towards making us a better
team."
Being the vice president of the No.
9dub team in the nation is a big honor
and responsibility that Anderson handles extremely well.
"We just take a week-by-week
attitude when it comes to games, it's
great to be recognized the way we are,
See RUGBY on page 14

